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Complete the table below with the most suitable words: 

Adjective: Adverb Form: Noun Form: Verb Form: 
1. angrily anger to anger
bad 2. none none 
beautiful beautifully 3. to beautify
big none none to embiggen 
4. bitterly bitterness to embitter
clean 5. cleanliness to clean
clever cleverly 6. none 
7. commonly none none 
complete 8. completion to complete
dangerous dangerously 9. to endanger
10. early none none 
easy 11. ease to ease
excellent excellently 12. to excel
exciting excitingly excitement 13.
14. famously fame none 
fast fast none none 
fat none 15. to fatten
16. fortunately fortune none 
funny 17. fun none 
happy happily 18. none 
19. honestly honesty none 
hot 20. heat 21.
22. long length to lengthen
modern none 23. to modernise
24. nicely 25. none 
26. patiently patience none 
peaceful 27. peacefulness none 
perfect perfectly 28. 29.
30. richly richness to enrich
rough 31. roughness to roughen
slim none 32. to slim
33. strangely strangeness none 
strict 34. strictness none 
sure surely 35. to ensure
36. surprisingly surprise to surprise
tall none 37. none 
usual 38. usual none 
wide widely 39. to widen
40. wisely wisdom to wise up 
young none youth none 
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Answers: 

Adjective: Adverb Form: Noun Form: Verb Form: 
angry angrily anger to anger
bad badly none none 
beautiful beautifully beauty to beautify
big none none to embiggen 
bitter bitterly bitterness to embitter
clean cleanly cleanliness to clean
clever cleverly cleverness none 
common commonly none none 
complete completely completion to complete
dangerous dangerously danger to endanger
early early none none 
easy easily ease to ease
excellent excellently excellence to excel
exciting excitingly excitement to excite
famous famously fame none 
fast fast none none 
fat none fat to fatten
fortunate fortunately fortune none 
funny funnily fun none 
happy happily happiness none 
honest honestly honesty none 
hot hotly heat to heat
long long length to lengthen
modern none modernity to modernise
nice nicely niceness none 
patient patiently patience none 
peaceful peacefully peacefulness none 
perfect perfectly perfection to perfect
rich richly richness to enrich
rough roughly roughness to roughen
slim none slimness to slim
strange strangely strangeness none 
strict strictly strictness none 
sure surely sureness to ensure
surprising surprisingly surprise to surprise
tall none tallness none 
usual usually usual none 
wide widely width to widen
wise wisely wisdom to wise up 
young none youth none 


